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The Conservation of Marcus Aurelius' Monument 

Technical Studies 

Siimmary 

The equestrian bronze monument o f Marcus Aurelius in Rome 

has been further invesligaled, after restoralion, mainly to Jore-
see possihle damages caused by outdoor exposure. At the same 

time ii copy of il has heen cast by following (i new original 

method i<> obtain the intermediate model. 
New non-destructive tests have heen carriedout to execute the 

above researches and in the end oldand new methodologies can 

be consldered as a complex experimentäl lool to study and eon-
trol outdoor bronze monuments 

[ntroduction 

In ilicsc years, Marcus Aurelius' equestrian monument has been 
an important research pole for the institutes in Charge of its pro
tection and restoralion as well as for the university scientific de-
partments wofking in the cultuxal assets field. It has prompted 
connotative studies and new experiments with regard to detcrio-
ration processes and consequent conservation problems. For this 
purpose a new System to make the model for the copy of the 
monument has been developed and put in usc, and furthermore 
non-destructive processes (by devising ad hoc prototypes too) 
have been applied to determine the chemical-physical State of 
the monument and to check the results of the conservation pro-
cess and of the conservation project. 

The elTorts of all people involved have contributed both to the 
restoralion as carried out by the Istituto Centrale del Restauro 
(K R) and to the final conclusionsasestablished which have led 
the Rome City Council to störe the monument inside a museum 
Mio and to exhibit a copy of it in Capitol Square. 

From 1981 to 1988 the equestrian statue underwenl a long se-
ries of tests and analyses prior to the necessary definite restora
lion by ICR. Rome. The results of thosc initial researches and of 
the subsequent restoralion carried out have already been made 
known through several publicaiions (the most important of 
which are mentioned in bibliography under Nos. 1-3 and 5-7). 
The said researches. some of which really innovative, are fully 
listed in Table 1. 

\ s to the restoralion. its actions aimed al genily wiping off the 
effeet of corrosion and ihe deposits hiding ihe residual gold leaf. 
removing the solublc salts. reversibly fixing ihe surface paiina 
and the gold leaf showing scarce cohesion and adhesion (mosl-
l\ on ihe horse's Hanks and belly). In order Io reduce invasiviiy 
as much as possihle. ihe reversible eonsolidaling f ixat iw (Para-
loid B72) was applied in very diluted Solution (3% in trichloroe-
ihane. see Lit. 1 and 7). thus avoiding to form a continuous 
protective film. 

Once ihe restoration of the monument was completed. a com-
mission was entrusted to look into the problems related to the 
conservation of the monument. In other words the question was: 
could ihe cqueslrian group be safely placed again outdoors or 

did it have to be stored as safely as possiblc indoors? Before an-
swering the question it was decided: 
1. to verify area by area the reactivity of the corroded surface 

with regard to both the chemical corrosion of the patina and 
the electrochemical corrosion of the alloy and to assess the de-
gree of adhesion of the residual gold; 

2. to estabüsh the degree of environmental danger of Capitol 
Square in Rome; 

3. to lest surface-protective produets at present available by ap-
plying a "double layer" system aecording to a practice already 
experieneed by ICR in the past (4); 

4. to make a scientifically correet copy of the original in order to 
record the original shape and to permit at the same timc. if 
necessary. the storage of the original in a museum site after its 
restoration; 

5. to devise and make a system of reversible links of the 
equestrian group (either the original one or its copy) to the 
base. 

Since all the above actions implied studies and technological ap-
plications of very different sources. all the various institutes and 
companies which contributed to this complex undertaking will 
be mentioned at the end of this report. 

Control of the Deterioration - The Surface 

Two points have clearly resulted from the first investigations, 
i. e.: 
a) the patina as examined on various areas happened to be more 

frequently constituted by two Compounds usually traced on 
bronze works sited in outdoor environments polluted by sul-
phur dioxide: brochantite and anglesite. 

b) Antlerite, chalcanthite and atacamite werc present though 
limited, leading to think that acid water condensation on the 
surface and capture of chlorinc and Chlorides from the air 
had occasionally occurred. causing pitting corrosion in some 
areas (5). 

Subsequently. Colombo (8) has calculated in the course of her 
experimentäl thesis the stability ränge only of the three above-
named copper sulphates (brochantite, antlerite and chalcan
thite). since anglesite is a stable and insoluble Compound even in 
an acid environment. 

Figurc 1 shows the stability ränge of the three Compounds as 
resulting from the concentration of copper ion (stability ränge 
lies above cach straight line): the conditions are thosc of stag-
nani water, as caused by a film of humidity. and of [Sulphate 
Anion] = 0.1 ppm. 

It can be easily maintained that under scarce/average concen
tration of Cu :" ions and at pH valucs higher than 4 , brochantite 
is more stable than antlerite; such a difference disappears and 
then reverses when pH<4, whilst very acid pH (i .e. slightly 
higher than I) or very strong concentrations of copper ions make 
chalcanthite more stable. 
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Techniquc Study of 

Ultrasonics thickness of the alloy: defects; joining 
Icchniquc 

strain-gauges weight, sirains 

emfmodel calculatian struclural analysis 

speck le inlcrfcromelry struclural deformations 

radiography asscmbling and wclding, defects, repairs 

I.A.C.S. conduetivity types of alloys 

X.R.F.A. analysis of the alloys 

I.C.P.S. analysis of the alloys 

metallography microcrystalline strueture 

acoustic emission mechanical behaviour 

ihcrmovision thermal behaviour 

climalic survey climate-microclimate 

capillary condensalion electrochcmical corrosion rate 

X.R.D. patinas and encrustations 

Table I. First main researches on Marcus Aurelius monument 
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Fig. I. Lines of balance of the Compounds of the patinas in funetion of 
the pl I and of the coneentration of copper ions for a 0.1 ppm concentra-
tion of sulphate ions (the Compound is stable above its line of balance) 

In the light of the foregoing results it can be asserted that müder 
acid water condensation as well as under heavy rain water wash-
ing, slow though progressive leaehing of the patina eonsisting of 
copper sulphates occurs. 

Formerly the delerioration (electrochcmical corrosion) of the 
alloy had been assessed by calculating its average corrosion rate 
as it resulted from the time of wetness and the damage funetion 
related to copper and bron/e alloy (2, 5). 

In the subsequent phase of this research the rate of corrosion 
has been experimentally calculated by taking into aecount the 
speeification of the surfaces (presence or absenee of gold leaf 
and of Chlorides) as well as differen! composition, porosity. 
thickness and orientation of the various patinas of the monu
ment. 

For this purpose Colombo has applied a method already in use 
by the industry and employed for the first time for works of art 
during the restoration of the Bronzes of Riace (8. 10. 12): the 
measurement of the resistance of Polarisation (Rp). 

Actually everyone knows that by conneeting the alloy. inclu
sive of the patina. of an artefact (working electrode. w. e.), a 
counter-electrode (c. e.) and a reference electrode (r. e.) and by 
rcleasing an electrical Charge, such as to keep the w.c. potential 
within the maximum values of Vcq ± 15 mV (where VC1| is the 
potential of the equilibrium). F. = E (log I) is a linear funetion 
and Tafels cquation can be written in the simplified form: 

U = ( b , b c ) I / 2 . 3 ( b , + b t ) A E 

where ba and bc stand for the inelination of the anode and cath-
ode curve of E = E (log I) as linear funetion. 

In addition. for the sake of further simplification. by assum-
ing b„ and bc equal to 120 mV. independent of the corrosion pro-
ccss concernedthe result is: 

lcon = 2 6 • I / A E = 2 6 / R p 

where Rp = (ohm x cn r ) . 
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Fig. 2. Stability ranges of the Compounds of the patinas in contact wilh 
rain water (the concentrations of sulphate ions is equal to 1.5 ppm; the 
Compound is stable ahme its line of balance) 

Figure 2 shows that under stagnant rain watcr with a coneen
tration of sulphate ions almost ten times greater (1.5 ppm) and 
with an average aeidity around 4. broehantite and antlerite result 
almost equally stable (actually the diagram does not differ much 
&om the former one). 

Ii is worlh being noted though that under hard rain waler 
washing with a eoncentration of copper ions equal to 10"M and 
low concentrations of sulphate ions. none of the three Com
pounds turns out to be stable when pH is below neutrality (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. Lines of balance of the Compounds of the patinas in funetion of 
the pH and of the eoncentration of sulphate ions for a 63 pph eoncen
tration of copper ions (the Compound is stable above its line of balance) 

In the circumstances 1.,,,, and the corrosion rate \\„„ ( i i m y i 
are inversely proportional to Rp. and Rp is being calculated 
by measuring the I current eircling in the w.e.-e.c. system 
when 10 mV difference of potential in respeet of the po
tential of equilibrium is rcached. RP and I.,,,, valucs of 
course depend upon the interposed Solution, lipon the sur-
face of the artefact which has been connected as well 
as on the presence or absenee of insulating layers on the sur-
face (8). 
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This mcans that the values undcr reference are subsequent to 
a thorough measurement of thickncss and composition of the 
corrosion products, of the protective and insulating film if any 
and to the previous establishment of Standard measurement con-
ditions (c. g. by always cleaning and washing the surface first 
and by using, to effect the necessary mcasurements. the samc 
elcctrolyte with known conductivity). 

It gocs without saying that the above set of measurements will 
have a relative value as they can be compared only with other 
f igures related to the same ar te fac t , carrying out the survey in 
differcnt areas or in the same area at different times. 

Bearing the above considerations in mind and applying the ex-
perimental scheme set forth in Figure 4, v ^ , , , as measured in 
various areas of the rider and of the horse. has been set out in 
um/y (8, 9, 13). 

Figures 5 and 6 show the average values of the rate of corro
sion: for most of the areas which have been inspected the aver
age value is about 1.5 um/y. whilst in areas coated with 
scratched gold leaf the average rate of corrosion is about 8 um/y. 

To permit a comparison. Table 2 shovvs the results obtained by 
applying the method of capillary microcondensation and those 
derivcd from R r measurements. bcfore and after taking into ac-
COUnl the correction due to the time of wetness ( t j . 

It can be noted that the differcnces in the values obtained by 
the tWO methods. once the correction has been applied are very 
slight and therefore quite comparable as far as areas with no 
gold leftf are concerned whilst in areas with gold the rate of cor
rosion is almost a point of magnitude higher. In these circum-
stanecs should the monument be placed outdoors again. the 
areas covered with gold leaf would require special, continuous 
protection and maintenance. 

In addition to the RP measurements, Colombo (8) has checked 
the adhesion of gold to the surface in areas which appeared to be 
in good State of conservation. For this purpose a device has been 
made consisting of a screw running inside its feed nut and fixed 
to a spring of known stiffness: the bottom of the screw ( 0 3 mm) 
is attached to the gold leaf by eyanacrylate. By twisting the 
screw the force necessary to pull the spring and to detach the 
gold leaf from the underlving surface is measured. Table 3 
shows that the values obtained are satisfactory. almost all of 
them being higher than 6.6 • I04 Pa. 

Furthermore. by measuring eleetrical resistance between the 
gold leaf and the bronze surface underneath. it has been found 
out that. contrary to expectations. in the areas with a good gold 
adhesion there is always at least one point of contact between 
gold and allov. 

Fig. 4. Scheine of the device for the Rr measurements 
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Fig. 5. Average values of the rate of corrosion in various areas of the 
horse difterem as to colour 
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Fig. 6. Average values of the rate of corrosion in dilTerent areas of 
the rider 

Method Values Values \ t. 

Capillary condensation 0.2 

Rp 1.5-8.0 0.3-1-8 

Table 2. Electrochemical corrosion rate (um/y) 

In conclusion it can be asserted that adhesion of the gold plate. 
where the latter can yet be t raced is satisfactory apart from those 
fragments, of course. which appear to be partially detached. 

Env i ronmen ta l Danger 

In the course of a measurements campaign carried out by ETT of 
Milan and Purafil of Atlanta (U.S.A.), some copper and siiver -
sheets (henceforth coupons) were placed in Capitol Square in 
Rome aecording to a patented method set up by Purafil itself 
(11). After one month of outdoor exposure (Capitol Square. 
Rome) during the winter season. as regards some coupons and 
lollowing thrce months of indoor exposure (exhibition rooms of 
the Capitol Wolf and of Marcus Aurelius) with regard to other 
coupons. the measuring of the products of corrosion was carried 
out. The coupons underwent exposure from November 95 to 
January 96: those placed outdoors were replaced every month. 
thus involving three series of samples. 

The degree of environmental danger, aecording to Purafil , has 
been elassified in Table 4. 

As far as the samples placed outdoors are concerned environ
mental danger has turned out to be C5 and S4 with regard to cop
per and siiver respectively. On the other h a n d the coupons 
placed inside reacted as in a protected area (C3. S3). 
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Despile the limits o f t h e mcthod (short limc of exposure. dis-
putable classes o f r i sk ) , it cannot be denied thai the outdoor cn-
vironment appears to be quite dangerous in comparison with the 
indoor one. 

The Protection o f t h e Surface 

With the co-operation of [CR, CISTeC has devised and ar-
rangcd, a campaign ot ' tests to establish the effeciive protection 
secured by some commercial produets used to shield bronze 
artefacts placed outdoors (5). This is done aecording to the 
tnethod recommended by 1CR to combine a reversible acrylic 
primer with a replaceable top layer subject to deierioralion. 

Table 5 indicaies the protection produets which have been 
used and the ways in which the tests have been carried out. The 
rcsults of the tests show that the most effective combination is 
Paraloid B72, as primer. and. as top layer Soter 202 LS + Soter 
201 LC. The System of protection which has been chosen can be 
applied, of course. not only to the monument under reference but 
to similar monuments as well: obviously such a proteetive coat 
calls for maintenance works on the surface every three to five 
years to cope with the deterioration due to weather agents. 

This maintenance might requirc. depending on circumstances. 
cyclic integrations o f t h e f i lm bound to be removed in the areas 
more exposed to the erosion of direct rainfall, as well as. in some 
cases. the removal and the subsequent complete replacement of 
the entire outer film. 

The Copy o f t h e Monument 

The results o f t h e measuroments and of the studies condueted by 
CISTeC (9) have led the authority in Charge of surveillance of 
the monument to decide for the outdoor exposure of a scientif-
ically correet copy o f t h e monument. thus refraining from direct 
moulding because the latter would have polluted the surface of 
the monument . The model - a twin of the original monument 
was made aecording to a new methodology devised by the ICR's 
laboratory of Physics. The main Steps to bring this model to 
completion were the following: 
1. Exccution of the photogrammetric map. with 5 mm-distant 

contour lines o f t h e volumes as output. by sampling 478154 
points for the rider and 463489 points for the horse (as a 
wholc. a 18 km-long track).The contour lines are as many as 
the section planes perpendicular to the axis of main symmc-
try, which is vertical for the rider and horizontal for the horse. 

2. Development of a dedicated Software to overcome some dilTi-
cultics met in the course of cutting each section by mcans of a 
machine tool driven by the eo-ordinates o f t h e photogrammet
ric map: in this phase the scale has been enlarged by 2 percent 
lo balance an equivalcnt shrinkage o f t h e Casting white cool-
ing down. 

3. Asscmbling in bloeks o f t h e PVC sections (820 for the horse 
and 686 for the rider) by means of hollow steel eylinders and 
terminal locking plates: the blocks were subsequently mount-
ed on a steel skeleton. 

At the end the model. made of plastic and steel. weighed as 
much as the original monument. about 2500 kg. The Istituto 
Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato made the bronze copy. startmg 
from the PVC model. The unevenness of the surface. due to the 
discreteness o f t h e contour lines. was smoothed by adding plas-

A n a Adhesion (l04Pa) 

1) No direct washing >6.6 

2) No direct washing 4.5 

3) Clear drippings >6.6 

4) Dark drippings >6.6 

5) Direct washing >6.6 

6) Clcar drippings 36 

7) Clear drippings >90 

Table 3. Force of adhesion ofthe gold leafto bron/e 

Copper cormlom 
Class Quality of the air Kate of corrosion 

Cl Very pure < 9 0 Aper30day$ 
C2 Pure < l50Aper30days 

C3 Clcan < 250 A per 30 days 

C4 Slightly polluted < 350 A per 30 days 

C5 Polluted > = 350 A per 30 days 

SUver corrosloH 

Class Quality of the air Rate of Corrosion 

Sl Vcry pure < 40 A per 30 days 

S2 Pure < 100 Aper 30 days 

S3 Clcan < 200 A per 30 days 

S4 Slighlh polluied < 300 A per 30 days 

S5 Polluted > = 300 A per 30 days 

Table 4. Environment classes in respect of eonservation of historic-
artistic works 

Testcd surface coalinj>s 

Paraloid B72 t Rcswax (mierocrystallinc and synthelic waxesl 

Paraloid B72 f Soter 202 LS * Soter 201 LS (mierocrystallinc waxes* BTA) 

Paraloid B72 * Syremont FU610W (fluorpolymcr) 

Paraloid B72 * PSM 25 (mierocrystallinc wax) 

resting 

ASTMB117-Salt spray-240h 

ASTM G53 - UV exposure + Condensation - 1008h 

Table 5 

deine and shaping the latter as to reproduce the superficial de-
tails o f t h e original. Once the model had been completed. a sili-
cone counter-mould and then the definite mould for the casting. 
aecording to the indirect mcthod masterly described by Cellini 
in his work on sculpture, were carried out. 

For the casting. consisting like the original of seventeen and 
fourteen parted sections for the horse and the rider respectively. 
an easily meltmg ternary alloy of copper. tin and zinc 88:7:5 was 
used. Subsequently. the various parts were soldered together 
with the same alloy. the surface « a s eleaned and refined and fi-
nally patinated and coated as neecssary. 

There was still to be decided h<M t<> fix the monument to 
Michelangelos base. The study o f t h e loads distribution o f t h e 
original monument had shown a marked lack of balance in the 
body forecs insisting on the three bearing legs (Table 6). which 
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resulted in a strong fonvard push of thc rider-horse system: in 
thc pasl thcre had been attempts to solve this problem. with DO 
succcss though. by balancing thc thrcc legs with addition of 
730 kg of mctalione. a lead-tin alloy. The copy has no such 
defcct, this having becn avoidcd by charging the left hind leg 
with 350 kg of lead. The three hooves were fixed to the base by 
means of a locking system of stainless steel consisting. for each 
hoof. of a part inserted in the base (bar t plate + hollow cylin-
drical seat with four adjustablc pivots to fasten the tenons) and 
of a movable pari, joined to the hoof of the horse, which goes in-
to the one fixed to the base (tenon. consisting of a plate tied up 
to the hoof + a cylindrical piece to be keyed to the relevant 
hollow seat on the base). 

At this point the long scientific and technological journey 
camc to an end. 

Total weight 2660 

Lcft fore leg 1510 

Ceti hind leg 240 

Righl hind leg 910 

Table 6. Weight dislribution of the monument (kg) 

Conclus ions 

This report shows the complcxity of the problems which were 
faced and solved since 1981 both to obtain precious archaeomet-
ric Information, to investigatc the processes of deterioration. to 
carry out a non-invasive restoration and, in view of a possible fu-
ture re-exhibition outdoors. to look into corrosion as well as pro
tection and niaintenance of the surface. 

Besides the above. one step further was to make the scientif-
ically correct copy of the monument which was placed on 
Michelangelos base on April 21" 1997. All these researches. 
carried out between 1981 and 1997. can now be treated as a 
point of reference for future studics of other bronzc monuments 
in thal they conlain a widc ränge of non-destruetive diagnostic 
techniques. some of which surely innovative for works of art. 

When in the end it was decidcd to place the copy outdoors in-
stcacl of thc original it was not for lack of adequate protection of 
thc monument but merely because its surface is today unique 
and no doubt has to be saved in its total integrity. 
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Note I 

After mechanical cleaning, the applieation by pads of the following 
produets. as required, has been carried out on complction: 
1 Bio-Rad Ag 50 W-X8 cationic resin in acid form: 
2 12% Solution of trisodium EDTA: 
3 De-ionized vvater. 
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